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Abstract: To study integral membrane proteins, one has to extract them from the membrane—the step
that is typically achieved by the application of detergents. In this mini-review, we summarize the top
10 detergents used for the structural analysis of membrane proteins based on the published results.
The aim of this study is to provide the reader with an overview of the main properties of available
detergents (critical micelle concentration (CMC) value, micelle size, etc.) and provide an idea of what
detergents to may merit further study. Furthermore, we briefly discuss alternative solubilization and
stabilization agents, such as polymers.
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1. Introduction

Every cell is encircled by the semipermeable membrane (often termed as the lipid bilayer), not
only to protect the cell content from the environment, but also to differentiate it externally from the
other cells, and internally to form the dedicated organelles within the cell. However, this forced
evolution to design a myriad of membrane-embedded and associated proteins, which are essential
for the transport of charged and large chemicals in and out of the cell (since they either cannot
pass or diffuse too slowly across the membrane) and also for communication between adjacent cells.
Not surprisingly, malfunction of these proteins can be extremely detrimental, therefore there is a
constantly growing interest to study these proteins in order to decipher the molecular basis of diseases.
However they are also attractive from a more fundamental point of view—since many crucial processes
occur in the membrane or associated with it, for example photosynthesis [1] or G-protein-coupled
receptor (GPCR)-signalling [2] to name just a few. Unfortunately, membrane proteins turned out
to be rather difficult to study, since one needs to extract a protein of interest from the membrane,
but more importantly extracted protein requires a special environment mimicking the membrane
to keep it stable. Historically, the most widely used agents for membrane protein extraction and
stabilization are detergents, the amphiphatic molecules, bearing a hydrophilic headgroup (typically
polar, sometimes charged) and a hydrophobic (apolar) tail. Due to this nature, detergents are capable
of inserting their hydrophobic tails into the lipidic membrane, thus disrupting the latter and eventually
(with an increasing concentration of detergent) extracting membrane-embedded proteins (Figure 1).
Since the other part of detergent molecule is polar, detergent molecules spontaneously form micelles
(pseudo-spherical assemblies) as soon as critical micelle concentration (CMC) is achieved and under
condition that the sample is above critical micellar temperature (CMT). Below CMC value, detergent
molecules are mostly present as monomers. Due to the micelle formation, a membrane protein becomes
a part of the detergent (lipid)-protein complex, sometimes with the complete loss of surrounding
lipids. In many cases, the importance of lipids for the function and/or getting crystals of membrane
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proteins has been highlighted, e.g., for photosynthetic proteins [3,4], transporters and channels [5–8],
and GPCRs [9]. Furthermore, even the partial removal of lipids sometimes can be destabilizing,
possibly due to the decrease in lateral pressure [10] or increase in hydrophobic mismatch [11]. Also,
it is important not to forget that the formed detergent-protein complex is dynamic, thus there is a
constant exchange of the detergents molecules between the complex and the free detergent pool.
This implies a strict (and rather costly) condition to maintain the concentration of detergent above
its CMC value during all the steps of protein study. Regardless of all these and other limitations,
detergents still to remain the first choice agents in studies on membrane proteins. Despite all of the
chemical variety of detergents, all are typically characterized by several parameters. In addition
to the aforementioned CMC value, the aggregation number N, and the micelle size (in terms of
Mw) are commonly reported. The latter value is extremely helpful during the concentration step
of purified protein-detergent complex—the right cut-off value of a concentrator will prevent the
overconcentration of a detergent (in free micelles), a potentially harmful event for crystallization [12].
The higher concentration of a detergent, the higher the chance of phase separation, which might
ultimately lead to protein denaturation. Parameters such as temperature, salt, and precipitant also
influence the detergent phase behavior [13,14]. However, the phase separation can be also used in a
beneficial way, for example as a simple and cheap purification technique (reviewed in [15,16]) or to
design crystallization experiments [17].

To estimate the amount of bound detergent to the protein of interest, several techniques can be
used. The application of matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight mass spectrometry
(MALDI-TOF MS) is extremely powerful, since it allows both quantification and identification of
bound detergents/lipids [18,19] and even analysis of (membrane) protein–ligand interactions [20].
In cases where the identity of the bound substance is known, one can also use multi-angle laser light
scattering coupled with size-exclusion chromatography (SEC-MALLS) to quantify the amounts of
bound material [21,22].

The most general classification of detergents divides them into three major classes: non-ionic,
ionic and zwitter-ionic. Non-ionic detergents are the most commonly used for cases when native state
of protein is critical. These detergents are considered mild—a qualitative indicator of the impact of
detergent onto protein stability. Non-ionic detergents typically disrupt protein-lipid (and lipid-lipid)
but not protein-protein interactions, thus maintaining (or better to phrase—not interfering with) the
native state of a protein. On the contrary, ionic detergents are typically harsh, since they disrupt
additionally protein–protein interactions, thus often bringing proteins into the denatured state. Ionic
detergents have head groups charged either positively (cationic) or negatively (anionic). Due to this
fact, the properties of these detergents (most importantly their CMC values) are affected by the ionic
strength, thus special care should be taken during experiments. Zwitter-ionic detergents, as their
name implies, have both charges present, rendering an electro-neutral molecule. These detergents
are typically milder than the ionic ones, but somewhat harsher than non-ionic detergents. There are
numerous comprehensive reviews on different aspects of detergents available [23–25], to which we
would like to point out to the readers’ attention for more detailed information.

Apart from detergents, there are several other agents capable of extraction and stabilization
of membrane proteins. In the past few years, the styrene maleic acid (SMA) polymer has gained
much attention (see refs. [26,27] for recent reviews). There are a few benefits of SMA—it is a very
cheap material, it extracts membrane proteins with the accompanying lipids (both intrinsic and
annular), and also keeps them stable as a SMA-lipid-protein (SMALP) complex (Figure 1). Since SMA
does not form micelles, there is no need to maintain the pool of freely available SMA molecules in
buffers as in case of detergents (see above). Clearly, there are also some limitations of using SMAs,
preventing them from the ubiquitous application, and those are a rather defined size of SMALPs of
~10 nm [28], thus large proteins will probably not fit in; pH sensitivity (at pH 6.5 and below SMA starts
precipitating [29]), and limited compatibility with the crystallogenesis. However, very recently, the
group of Oliver Ernst reported the first crystal structure of bacteriorhodopsin extracted and purified in
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SMA and crystallized in the lipidic cubic phase [30]. Additionally, SMAs might find their niche in the
cryo-Electron Microscopy (Cryo-EM) field [31,32] and with the future generations of SMAs, (e.g., with
the various lengths and ratios of polymers [33]) they might become a very useful tool for studies on
membrane proteins.

Another polymer widely used in membrane protein research are amphipols (see ref. [34] for the
detailed review). Amphipols are amphipathic (bearing both hydrophobic and hydrophilic units) and
highly soluble, thus capable to wind around a membrane protein, shielding its hydrophobic patches
away and providing the necessary solubility of the formed protein–amphipol complex (Figure 1).
The key difference from the aforementioned SMA polymers is that amphipols cannot be used for
membrane-protein extraction and can be only applied to the detergent-solubilized sample. However
the amphipol–detergent exchange is simple and quick, and many proteins are more stable in the
presence of amphipols (see ref. [35] and references therein). The most commonly used of the amphipols
is A8-35, comprised of ~35 acrylate units with Mw of ~4.3 kDa. On its own, amphipols can form
micelle-like spherical particles (with ~3.15 nm radius) at the concentrations exceeding their ‘CMC’
value (0.002% (w/v) for A8-35 [36]). Despite this, there is an exchange between the protein–amphipol
complex and amphipol particles (there are almost no free amphipol molecules in solution); amphipols
stay bound to membrane proteins strongly even in the amphipol-free buffers. However amphipols
can be very easily washed away by detergents, thus upon an amphipol exchange, care should be
taken to not expose a sample to detergent-containing buffers. Currently, amphipols gained significant
popularity in the Cryo-EM field [37–39] but also in solution NMR studies [40,41]. For the X-ray
crystallography field, it has been shown that amphipols are compatible with lipidic cubic phases [42],
thus currently amphipols can only be used for in meso crystallization [43], similarly to SMALPs.
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Figure 1. (A) Extraction of a membrane protein (cyan) from the lipid bilayer (lipid heads as circles, tails
as lines and detergent molecules as red squares). (From top to bottom) the concentration of detergent is
increased, until the protein is extracted in the form of the complex with detergent (and some residual
lipids), surrounded by free detergent-lipid micelles. Note that detergent/lipid molecules are omitted
in the plane towards a viewer. (B) A membrane protein encircled with the styrene maleic acid (SMA)
belt (the chemical structure is shown in the insert). Note that SMA cuts out a fraction of membrane
with the protein, thus maintaining the endogenous lipids. (C) A membrane protein encircled with the
amphipol belt (the chemical structure of the most commonly used amphipol A8-35 is shown in the
insert). Since amphipols are applied only after extraction with a detergent, there are far fewer lipid
molecules bound to the protein.

There are several other approaches developed (and being actively developed) for the stabilization
of membrane proteins, including nanodiscs [44], calixarens [45], fluorinated surfactants [46] and others,
but they are beyond the scope of this mini-review.
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2. Results

We have analyzed all the entries in the “Membrane Proteins of Known Structure” database
(up to 31 December 2016) and manually extracted information regarding what kind of detergent
was used for protein purification and crystallization. It is obvious that the increased interest in
membrane proteins during the past 30 years caused not only the cumulative growth in use of detergents
but also forced the development of novel detergents. The first membrane protein structure of the
photosynthetic reaction center solubilized using zwitter-ionic detergent Lauryldimethylamine-N-oxide
(LDAO) was solved in 1985 [47] and since then LDAO application has grown steadily. Another
zwitter-ionic detergent 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate (CHAPS) (and
its hydroxylated form 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-2-hydroxy-1-propanesulfonate
(CHAPSO)) started gaining popularity in the early 2000s with an increasing application in
Cryo-EM. But in fact more than a half of proteins during these years were investigated using alkyl
maltosides and glycosides. The most commonly used detergent in both categories (purification and
crystallization) is n-Dodecyl-β-D-Maltopyranoside (DDM) (40.6% and 36.3% respectively), followed
by n-Decyl-β-D-Maltopyranoside (DM) (13.9% and 12.1%), and n-Octyl-β-D-Glucopyranoside/
n-Nonyl-β-D-Glucopyranoside (OG/NG) (11.0% and 11.9%/4.5% and 5.4% respectively) (Figure 2).
The other detergents that scored more than 1% are LDAO (4.8% and 5.2%), C12E8 (4.6% and 5.3%),
n-Undecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside (UDM) (3.1% and 3.5%), Lauryl maltose neopentyl glycol (LMNG)
(3.0% and 3.5%), Triton X-100 (1.9% and 0.3%), Thesit (1.8% and 1.6%), Digitonin (1.6% and 1.3%),
Cymal-5 (1.4% and 1.4%) and Cymal-6 (1.5% and 1.8%), and CHAPS (1.0% and 2.6%). In only about
50% cases the same detergent was used for both purification and crystallization.

Interestingly, if we take into account only the past decade, the results do not differ much
(Figure 2)—DDM, DM, and OG dominate, both for purification and crystallization.
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Figure 2. The bar representation (in %) of different detergents used for (A) purification and
(B) crystallization. Panels (C) and (D) include data only for the time period of 2006–2016.

Remarkably, in the field of Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, the distribution
is totally different. DDM is used very rarely, since it forms large micelles that tumble
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slowly, causing the broadening of protein signal in NMR spectra, rendering this detergent not
very suitable for NMR spectroscopy. However anionic detergents, such as sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) and different variants of phosphocholine (e.g., n-Dodecylphosphocholine (FC-12),
1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine (DMPC), 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine
(DOPC)), considered very harsh for macromolecular crystallography studies, are widely used in NMR.
The overview of detergents (and alternative membrane mimetics) explicitly used in NMR spectroscopy
can be found in [48].

Below we provide the short descriptions of the detergents that are currently used the most in
structural biology of membrane proteins.

2.1. n-Dodecyl-β-D-Maltopyranoside

Also known as Layrul maltoside or most commonly, DDM, n-Dodecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside is
currently the most used detergent (see above). It belongs to the class of alkyl maltosides, thus it has a
hydrophilic maltose headgroup and a hydrophobic alkyl chain (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Structure of Layrul maltoside (DDM) (chemical formula is C24H46O11).

Its popularity can be explained by several factors: it was developed as a cheaper alternative to OG
detergent basically at the dawn of membrane protein (structural) studies, in 1980 [49]. Furthermore it
has a low CMC value (~0.0087%/0.17 mM [50]) that allows reducing the amount of detergent needed
(though rendering it more difficult to remove). Thus both economically and historically, as well as
partly due to ‘herd behavior’, it acquired the leading position for structural studies on membrane
proteins. Nevertheless, it is also quite an efficient detergent for protein extraction and since it is
non-ionic, it is mild enough to maintain the stable native state of many proteins. The main drawback of
DDM is that the micelle it forms is relatively large (Mw ~65–70 kDa [51,52]) and it forms a substantial
and rather mobile belt around proteins that can be detrimental during crystallogenesis. DDM seems to
be a truly universal detergent (however with the limited application in NMR spectroscopy), since it
has proved to be successful for virtually all the classes of α-helical proteins.

2.2. n-Decyl-β-D-Maltopyranoside

Also known as Decyl maltoside or DM, n-Decyl-β-D-maltopyranoside is a shortened version of
DDM (two carbons less in the hydrophobic tail) (Figure 4). Due to this shortening, it forms considerably
smaller micelles (Mw ~40 kDa [51]) but at the expense of 10 times higher CMC (0.087%/1.8 mM [50]).
This higher CMC value might partially explain why this detergent is less popular than DDM (at least in
economical reasons), but in general detergents with the shorter alkyl chains seem to be less stabilizing.
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2.3. n-Octyl-β-D-Glucopyranoside

Also known as Octyl glycoside or OG, n-Octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside is the one of the two most
used glucoside-based detergents. It has one sugar moiety less in its head group compared to maltosides
(Figure 5), but similarly to them, OG is a non-ionic, albeit less milder detergent. It has a very high
CMC of 0.53%/20 mM [53] with the compact micelle (Mw ~25 kDa [53]).
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Figure 5. Structure of Octyl glycoside (OG) (chemical formula is C14H28O6). OG has gained its
popularity for studies on (bacterio-) rhodopsins, photosynthetic complexes and aquaporins.

2.4. n-Nonyl β-D-Glucopyranoside

Also known as Nonyl glucoside or NG, n-Nonyl-β-D-glucopyranoside is an extended (one extra
alkyl unit) version of OG (Figure 6). Such an extension rendered it to have smaller CMC (0.20%/6.5 mM)
but much larger micelle (Mw ~90 kDa, this work).
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Application of NG correlates well with the proteins studied with OG, with an addition of the
intramembrane proteases family, where NG dominates among other detergents, and the Energy
coupling factor (ECF) family of ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters, where NG was used in
combination with (D)DM.

2.5. Lauryldimethylamine-N-Oxide

Lauryldimethylamine-N-oxide (LDAO), also known as dodecyldimethylamine oxide (DDAO), is
a zwitter-ionic detergent, bearing two opposite charges in its head group and a long hydrophobic tail
(Figure 7). Though considered rather a harsh detergent due to the charged head group, nevertheless it
has landed on the fifth place of the most used detergents for membrane protein research. This might be
explained by the evidence that proteins stable in LDAO often produce well diffracting crystals [8,54,55].
The latter is probably dictated by the compact micelle size (Mw ~21.5 kDa [52]) that might promote
better packing within crystals. Interestingly LDAO was shown to form rather elongated and not the
spherical micelles [56,57]. It has CMC value of 0.023% / 1–2 mM.
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2.6. Polyoxyethylene 8 (9) dodecyl Ether

Polyoxyethylene 8 (9) dodecyl ether, or C12E8 (C12E9), are non-ionic detergents that belong to the
family of alkyl polyoxyethelenes with the general formula CxEy, where y denotes oxyethelene units
in the head group, and x describes the length of the alkyl tail (Figure 8). C12E9 is also named Thesit
or polydocanol.
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Figure 8. Structure of C12E8 and C12E9 (chemical formula is (C2H4O)nC12H26O, n ~8 or 9).

C12E8 has a very low CMC value of 0.005% (0.09 mM) [58] and the micelle size of ~66 kDa [59].
C12E9 has even lower CMC value of 0.003% (0.05 mM) [60], but considerably larger micelle (Mw of
~83 kDa [52].

C12E8 has been successfully used for purification and crystallization of several ABC-transporters
and is the number one detergent for studies on P-type ATPases, whereas C12E9 has proven to be
successful in the studies on the electron-transfer chain complex II.

2.7. n-Undecyl-β-D-Maltopyranoside

On the next position is yet another maltoside—n-Undecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside, also known as
UM or UDM. It is an intermediate between DDM and DM in terms of the length of the hydrophobic
tail: 11 carbon atoms for UDM (Figure 9) versus 12 and 10 for DDM and DM respectively. Its CMC
value is about 0.029%/0.59 mM with the micelle size of about 50 kDa [51].
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Figure 9. Structure of n-Undecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside (UDM) (chemical formula is C23H44O11).

UDM has been used in the studies of many different membrane protein families, with the highest
occurrence in the studies of cytochrome bc1 and cytochrome b6f.

2.8. Lauryl Maltose Neopentyl Glycol

Lauryl maltose neopentyl glycol (LMNG or MNG-3) is a representative of the novel, recently
developed maltose neopentyl glycol detergents [50]. The main feature of this class of detergents is the
presence of quaternary carbon atom that allows incorporation of two hydrophilic head groups and
two hydrophobic tails (Figure 10).
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LMNG has a low CMC value (0.001%/0.01 mM [33]), with the size of micelle of Mw ~91 kDa (this
work), which is in contrast with the recent result of ~393 kDa obtained with MALDI-TOF MS [19]. It has
been reported to be efficient both at protein extraction and stabilization of several delicate membrane
proteins [37,61,62]. So far it has been rather extensively used for studies on GPCRs and was also
successful for the family of transient receptor potential (TRP) channels and the N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptors among others.

2.9. Triton X-100

Triton X-100, or octyl phenol ethoxylate (Figure 11) is one of the oldest classical non-ionic
detergents still in use. It has CMC value of 0.01%/0.2 mM, with the micelle size of 60 to 90 kDa
(temperature-dependent) [63,64].
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Figure 11. Structure of Triton X-100 (chemical formula is C14H22O(C2H4O)n where n = 9, 10).

The main disadvantage of Triton X-100 is the presence of the aromatic ring that absorbs strongly
in the UV region of the spectrum, thus interfering with the protein quantification. Furthermore,
since Triton X-100 is obtained during the polymerization reaction of octylphenol with ethylene oxide,
the final product is heterogeneous, containing on average 9.5 units of ethylene oxide. To aggravate
that, polyethelene glycol is a typical by-product, and additionally peroxides were reported to be
present in the detergent preparations as the result of aging [65]. This explains the significant
difference between the number of cases, where Triton X-100 was used for extraction/purification
(1.8%) and for crystallization (0.3%), where typically homogeneity and purity play a crucial role in
crystallogenesis [66].

2.10. Digitonin

Digitonin is a truly natural (albeit toxic) detergent obtained from the purple foxglove plant
Digitalis purpurea. It has a steroid-like saposin structure (Figure 12).
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Digitonin has a CMC value of 0.02%–0.03% / 0.25–0.5 mM [67,68] with the micelle size
of ~70–75 kDa [69]. Since it is not synthesized but extracted from the plant, there might be
considerable batch-to-batch variations; therefore the alternative glyco-diosgenin (GDN) has been
recently proposed as a suitable non-toxic replacement [70]. Nevertheless, during the past few years
digitonin gained a considerable popularity for the structural studies on eukaryotic membrane proteins
with Cryo-EM [71,72].

2.11. Cymal-5 (Cymal-6)

These detergents are the special case of maltoside detergents with the cyclohexyl aliphatic tail
(Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Structure of Cymal-5 (chemical formula is C23H42O11; Cymal-6 has an extra carbon atom in
its tail with formula C24H44O11).

Cymal-5 has a very high CMC value of ~0.12% (~2.5 mM [73]) and the micelle size of ~23 kDa [74],
whereas slightly longer Cymal-6 has a lowered CMC value of ~0.028% (0.56 mM) and a larger micelle
size of ~32 kDa.

Cymal-5 and -6 were used for a broad range of channels and transporters, and in many cases as a
second detergent or an additive.

2.12. CHAPS (CHAPSO)

CHAPS (CHAPSO), also known as 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate
and 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-2-hydroxy-1-propanesulfonate respectively, are other
representatives of zwitter-ionic detergents derived from the bile salts and having cholesterol-like
structures (Figure 14). Both CHAPS and CHAPSO have a very high CMC value of ~0.5% (8–10 mM)
with the very small micelles of just 6 and 7 kDa respectively. Such a combination of high CMC
and small micelle size makes it extremely easy to remove CHAPS and CHAPSO by dialysis.
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Both detergents have been used in the structural studies on a variety of transporters, with the recently
increased interest in their application for Cryo-EM.
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For convenience, we compiled Table 1 to summarize the main characteristics of the
aforementioned detergents.

Table 1. The properties of the most commonly used detergents.

Detergent CMC (%/mM) Aggregation
Number, N 1

Micelle Size
Mw (kDa) Mw (Da)

DDM 0.0087/0.17 80–150 65–70 510.6
DM 0.087/1.8 69 40 482.6
OG 0.53/20 30–100 25 292.4
NG 0.20/6.5 133 85 306.4

LDAO 0.023/1-2 76 21.5 229.4
C12E8 0.005/0.09 90–120 66 538.7
C12E9 0.003/0.05 90 2 83 582.8
UDM 0.029/0.59 71 50 496.6

LMNG 0.001/0.01 ~400 3 91–393 1069.2
Triton X-100 0.01/0.2 75–165 60–90 624.8 (av.)

Digitonin 0.002/0.5 60 4 70 1229.3
Cymal-5 0.12/2.5 47 23 494.6
Cymal-6 0.028/0.56 91 32 508.6
CHAPS 0.5/8–10 10 6 614.9

CHAPSO 0.5/8–10 11 7 630.9
1 Data taken from Anatrace website, unless specified; 2 [75]; 3 [19]; 4 From Sigma Aldrich website.

3. Discussion and Outlook

Looking at the results of the performed analysis, one can confidently say that the sugar-based
detergents rule the field of structural studies on membrane proteins. Just two maltoside-based
detergents, DDM and DM, are reported as the detergents of choice for more than a half of deposited
structures. With an addition of UDM, cyclic maltosides Cymal-5 and Cymal-6, and glycoside-based
detergents OG and NG, the total fraction of sugar-based detergents is around 75%. Does it mean that
sugar-based detergents are the best? Not necessarily so, but the fact that they are the most common
helps them to maintain their popularity over the years. Clearly, any new detergent faces a problem
of how to reach the market – to make it commercially available and successful, first it must prove to
be useful for a broad range of targeted proteins. Furthermore, many scientists tend to utilize proven
techniques and reagents, and not only because of reproducibility of results, but quite often also for
economical reasons, since detergents are rather expensive chemicals. In this respect it is interesting and
exciting to witness the extension of a current toolbox with cheaper alternatives, such as SMA polymer.
Clearly it has numerous limitations, but with further improvements in the design of this polymer,
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coupled with the recent promising results in application of SMA in crystallization and Cryo-EM studies,
it is feasible to say it will gradually gain more and more attention. Amphipols are also becoming more
popular, again more in the field of Cryo-EM. They are easy to apply and provide a good stability; in
addition, amphipols do not form large micelles like detergents do.

In the case of a detergent solubilized protein, one can face the situation that the most of the protein
is obscured by large detergent belt, therefore impeding the analysis of images, whereas amphipols
form a relatively small belt, thus not interfering with classification of images. Furthermore, other
alternatives exist, such as bicelles for crystallization [76]—commercial kits available (in the form of
lipid-detergent mixture, typically DMPC with CHAPSO); fluorinated surfactants [46] and nanodiscs
(a patch of the lipid bilayer encircled by membrane scaffolding proteins) [44] for protein stabilization.
Fluorinated surfactants have not gained much attention so far, probably due to its nature—it has
a hydrophobic tail with the incorporation of several fluorine atoms, rendering it lipophobic and
preventing effective interactions with a membrane protein, typically causing aggregation of the latter.
The insertion of a hydrogenated tip reduced lypophobicity [77] and improved protein stability, but
nevertheless these agents are still far from being widely used. In contrast, reconstitution in nanodiscs
has become one of the standard methods, especially for functional studies on membrane proteins.
However, it was recently found that they also were useful for structural studies using Cryo-EM [78].
Recently, more tunable and size-controlled covalently circularized nanodiscs with enhanced stability
have been engineered [79].

Nevertheless, there is also considerable research being conducted in the design and development
of novel detergents. One of the very successful examples are neopentyl glycol maltoside and glucoside
detergents [50]. Introduced less than a decade ago, it has confidently landed in top 10 of the most used
detergents in our analysis. The further design of this class of detergents is still ongoing; very recently
the same group presented so-called tandem-neopentyl glycol maltosides [80]. Another example is the
development of calixarenes [45]—this novel class of detergents is built on a rigid calixarene scaffold to
which hydrophobic tail and hydrophilic and charged headgroups are attached. The charge present
on their headgroups promotes salt-bridge interactions with the patches of basic residues readily
available on surfaces of membrane proteins at the cytosol-membrane interface [81]. Furthermore
the steroid-based facial amphiphiles (FA) are another type of solubilization/stabilization agents
being actively developed. They utilize the cholate scaffold, to which (typically) sugar headgroups
are attached [82,83]. Such design proved to be useful to not only to stabilize membrane proteins
(via tight interactions between a membrane proteins and FA owning to the large hydrophobic
surface of the latter), but to also improve their crystallization (via the formation of more compact
protein–detergent complexes, which can pack more tightly in a crystal, owing to the ability of FA to
mediate intermolecular contacts between molecules of membrane proteins) [84]. Additionally, the
longer tandem version of FA is available, where two steroid moieties are connected via a linker of
varying length to match the width of a lipid bilayer [85].

Taking into account a large collection of classical detergents and continuously appearing new
ones, the valid question of any researcher dealing with the membrane proteins is which detergent
to use. Unfortunately, there is no magic single detergent that would work for all of the proteins,
therefore usually some screening is required. In cases where the high throughput is not supreme, the
small-scale solubilization and purification tests can be run with about three to five detergents from
the aforementioned list (in our lab we generally test DDM, NG, OG, LMNG, and LDAO) to get the
initial idea about protein stability. The screening can be optimized via the introduction of GFP-fusion
for a rapid assessment of detergent solubilization efficiency [86] and protein stability in a certain
detergent [86,87]. In cases where the high throughput is desirable, other protocols such as BMSS
(Biotinylated Membranes Solubilization & Separation) [88] or fully-automated detergent screening [89]
can be applied for fast-screening of 96 different detergents at once.

From a very naïve point of view, it might appear that alternative solubilization and stabilization
agents will gradually seize the Cryo-EM branch of structural biology, whereas detergents will dominate
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in the X-ray crystallography field. Whether it is correct or not, time will tell. However, it is exciting to
witness the current developments both in the design of new detergents and further improvements
in the alternative agents. Coupled with the technological improvements in their structural biology,
it is feasible to say that the amount of new membrane proteins deposited in the protein data bank
will steadily grow in coming years thus producing a larger array of data to analyze preferences of
membrane proteins for different detergents.

4. Materials and Methods

We used a public database (Membrane Proteins of Known Structure) maintained by Dr. Stephen
White’s laboratory (UC Irvine, USA).

The determination of micelles size formed by NG and LMNG was performed using size-exclusion
chromatography coupled with multi-angle laser light scattering (SEC-MALLS) as described in [51].
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